
 Hello,     I     am     Brooke     Lieberman     and     I     want     to     represent  YOU  as     the     next     Student     Member     of     the 
 Board     of     Education,     or     SMOB.     Ever     since     I     was     in     grade     school,     I     have     been     driven     to     make     a 
 change     in     my     community     whether     it's     been     donating     to     countless     food     banks,     managing     a     drive 
 to     help     animals     in     shelters     or     creating     fundraisers     to     aid     those     struggling     during     the     covid     19 
 pandemic,     I     have     always     been     an     advocate     and     been     involved     with     student     leadership. 

 It     has     come     to     my     attention     that     most     students     in     Frederick     County     are     completely     unaware     of 
 what     the     SMOB     does     or     who     they     are.     This     inspired     me     to     run     for     this     position     in     an     effort     to 
 connect     with     as     many     students     as     possible     and     to     represent     all     45,000     students     in     FCPS.     By 
 reaching     out     to     countless     students,     I     have     created     a     platform     that     accurately     represents     our 
 needs     and     our     ideas.     It     can     be     found     @brookeforsmob     on     instagram.     These     issues     are     ones     I 
 want     to     focus     on,     and     that     we     the     students     believe     needs     the     most     attention     within     our     schools. 

 Let's     start     school     at     a     later     time,     teenagers'     brains     don’t     fully     start     functioning     until     10     am,     and 
 doctors     have     been     urging     for     schools     to     start     at     later     times     for     years.     Hopkins     medicine     states 
 teenagers     need     at     least     9     hours     of     sleep     a     night,     on     top     of     all     the     homework     received,our     after 
 school     activities,     and     jobs.     How     are     we     expected     to     wake     up     at     6     am     each     morning     fully     rested 
 and     expected     to     do     our     best     in     school.     We     should     start     providing     teachers     with     more     mental 
 health     training     and     provide     each     school     with     mental     health     therapists,     cool     down     corners,     and 
 therapy     animals.     Rates     of     anxiety,     depression,     and     suicidal     thoughts     are     at     an     all     time     high     in 
 frederick     county.     With     these     resources     we     must     also     allow     for     mental     health     related     absences     to 
 be     excused.     Up     to     44%     of     middle     and     high     school     aged     students     suffer     from     both     anxiety     and 
 depression,     we     must     be     providing     them     with     resources     to     aid     their     needs. 

 We     have     to     advocate     for     more     financial     resources     for     students     in     financial     constraints.     We     need 
 to     decrease     the     use     of     standardized     testing     in     our     schools,     and     open     a     time     to     allow     for     extra 
 studying     time     during     the     school     days. 

 Together     as     a     student     body,     let's     fight     for     these     changes     within     our     schools.     With     me     as     SMOB, 
 my     top     priority     is  YOU  .     Any     issues     students     have     I     will     respond     to     and     ensure     they     get 
 represented. 

 It     is     essential     that     every     single     member     in     the     student     body     not     only     participates     in     this     election, 
 but     encourages     their     peers     to     do     the     same. 
 The     time     for     change     is     now,     and     our     fight     is     on     this     ballot. 
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